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EROS, CONQUEROR
A Sonnet

ONCE in the visioned-slumbers of the night,

Methought I stood upon a lofty hill,

Like some great citadel, inured to thrill

Of thunderous waves, and from my tow ring height,

I gaz,ed ail-calmly on the changeful might

Of Oceans moods. Then by a Dreamers will

I knew the sea "was life, that Good and 111

Had found me still apart— a virgin light.

Then sight was quickened! Crimson came a wave,

I marked it far across the snow-white foam,

It leapt the billows, swift I saw it clave

A sudden passage, gain my foothold's base,

And rise, a flame that flushed its crowning dome
With fires of Love,—and we were face to face!

ESTELLE DUCLO



THE CORRECTED LENS IN PICTORIAL WORK
Samuel Holden

( HE owner of a cor'

rected or anastig'

matic lens is very

often deterred from

attempting pictor'

ial work with it

through fear that

the very qualities which the lens mami'

facturer has striven so hard to obtain in

his product : ability to produce records

with the greatest fidelity to detail, flat'

ness of field, absence of astigmatism, etc.,

greatly mitigate against its successful use

for anything but record or scientific

photography.

It is true that the qualities enumerated

are not essential to the artistic interpre'

tation of a phase of life or nature ; that,

in fact, they are often detrimental to

the free exercise of that fancy or license

which everyone who is "individual" in

his work consciously or unconsciously

employs in creating a picture. The lens

possessing the right amount of correc

tion is, of course, preferable— if such a

lens there be.

It is not the purpose of this article to

advocate the superiority of the highly

corrected lens for the attainment of

artistic expression in photography ; but

to show that the amateur who is the

possessor of a camera equipped with a

lens of that type need not fear that he

will be unable to do creditable work
with it, provided of course, that he has

that elusive quality called, variously,

"feeling," "poetic vision," "the artistic

sense," etc., but which in plain English

is simply ability to translate the com'

monplace into expressive and harmoni-

ous beauty. Without these qualities—
whatever they may be— no lens ever

made will enable him to make pictures,

though he may produce first'dass pho-

tographic maps.

To such a -worker, then, with his anas-

tigmatic lens, it is recommended that he

use a hand camera not larger than 4x5,

and enlarge his pictures ; not making an

enlarged print direct from the 4x5 nega'

tive,but first making an enlarged negative

of the siz;e he wishes the final print to be.

Not only will the enlarging soften some

of the image produced by the lens ; but

the various steps leading to the produc-

tion of the enlarged negative offer oppor-

tunities fortheemphasisofsalientfeatures

and the suppression of the undesirable or

non-essential.

It will be well to have the lens of

somewhat longer focus in proportion to

the plate than is usually the case with

hand cameras. For a 4 x 5 plate, a lens

of about eight inches focus will give an

agreeable angle. If, however, the lens is

of a shorter focus, it is an easy matter

to refrain from using the entire plate in

composing the picture, and thus secure

the same result ; except, of course, that

the image is reduced in siz;e.



Life's Mystery

Jeanne E. Bennett



The Connecticut River

Wm. E. Macnaughtan



The owner of a hand camera will find,

especially if his instrument is of the

reflecting type with a lens of the kind

referred to, that he possesses some ad'

vantages which, in a measure, offset the

disadvantages mentioned in the first part

of this article. Some of these are the

ability to work in comparatively poor

light ; to make a rapid change of base

when working under changing condi-

tions as in photographing objects in

motion ; or in "searching" a landscape for

compositions. In such cases a large and

heavy stand camera would make the

work laborious and difficult.

Anastigmats possess speed, and speed

is a very desirable quality in any lens,

though a much abused attribute. Some

advertisements of fast lenses give the

impression that their rapidity is such as

to be regulated by speed laws. Everyone

knows of course, that photographs are

often made in the twelve-hundredth part

of a second or faster ; but such pictures

with their strong contrasts and lack of

tonal quality have no place in pictorial

classification.

So, often the hand camera user has his

lens "geared too high" so to speak, for ar-

tistic purposes, and is very apt to under-

expose. It is well, therefore, to limit the

use of the camera in the hand to the pho-

tographing of objects in motion or to

subjects so lighted that full exposure can

be given instantaneously; and for all the

rest of the work to use a tripod and slow

plate and be sure of sufficient exposure.

To make a pictorial representation of

moving objects so as to portray actually

the movement is difficult, and the field

has hardly been entered as yet. It is very

easy to stop the motion of a moving

object with a rapid lens and shutter; but

the results are usually far from artistic, as

many writers have shown. Some writers

have also made a plea for the reproduc-

tion by photography of the "sense of

motion" but apart from that it is to be

hoped we shall see pictorial photography

applied to motionwith the object in view

of rendering not only the feeling of mo-

tion but to obtain in the print those

other qualities so essential to picture

making, such as harmonious balance,

composition, etc.

It is to the cinematograph, however,

that we must look for the development

of this idea. The writer has (very rarely)

seen sections of motion pictures which

conveyed a briefbut beautiful expression

of that wonderful poetry sometimes

present in animated objects— the so-

called poetry of motion. Here, indeed,

is an opportunity for the amateur who is

able to afford the expense incidental to

cinematography to submerge the scien-

tific interest that the motion picture natu-

rally arouses, in the development of the

purely aesthetic side of the work, and

produce moving pictorial entities to

delight the eye and charm the under-

standing.

To return to the hand camera user.

After producing the 4x5 negative he

finds that while he may have a well

selected subject, good gradation, color

values, balance of masses, etc., his highly

( Continued on page 10 )



THE FILLING OF SPACE

Max Weber

Photography is a flat space art, as is

drawing, painting or printing. The page

or the canvas is empty, but pregnant

with birth as is space, waiting for the

touch of the inspired mind. There is a

universe of light and colored form in

matter—forms of matter in the several

kingdoms of nature.

It lies within the domain of the plastic

arts to reorganise forms, to reconstruct

and interpret nature, to create or realise

forms and visions of forms, unit by unit.

And intervals between— the interval,

the mind pause, the contemplation, the

generating energy make yield the ma-

terial whether in two or three dimen'

sions, for matter yields in measure with

and in degree of the intensity of the

creative power of the artist or artisan.

In our choice and elimination lies the

very character of our personality, the

very quality of our taste and expression.

In our appreciation and discard, lies our

sense of values, ofproportion, ofrelation'

ship— material and psychic. These are

the fundamental and profoundest means

for the not-so-immediate results, as dis-

tinct from trifling so-called principles es-

sentiallyworthless and non-creative,that

produce automatic and immediate results

— if results they be. All that is of intrin-

sic worth is infinite.

Byreason ofthe lens being an indispen-

sableinstrument inthe work ofthe artist-

photographer, matter or nature, or scenes

in nature are less yielding and flexible to

his medium than to the living sensitive

human eye, guided by and controlled

with the mind, mood,and time.The mind
guides the hand, and all other senses are

brought into play through spiritual con-

tact and tactile intimacy with sound,

light, motion, color, form ; and the vision

or phantasy after that.

The photographer's art lies supremely

in his choice or disposition of visible

objects, as prompted and guided by his

intellect and his taste. His mind is his

screen. He may shift objects, he may
choose his position, he may vary the

spaces between movable objects, and

finally he may vary the proportion and

sise ofthe rectangle bounding the picture

or print. After this, he may display rare

quality and great skill in the particular

art of printing and developing, empha-

sising or subduing thereby, tones and

contours.

The artist in photography, artists in

other graphic arts, and laymen as well,

have equal access to enjoy, to study and

to assimilate some unfailing principles of

plastic beauty and truth in objects found

in the best museums. Along with this,

experience through untiring work in,

and a great love for photography.

Further than this, there is no recipe to

the art of space filling in photography, as

there is no recipe to any art ; or to the

very Art of Life.
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EDITORIALLY EXPRESSED

Appreciation and Desire

The warmth of our thanks is extended

to those who have received with so

much kindness and encouragement, the

initial number of " Platinum Print." We
had little reason to anticipate that its

appearance would have aroused so much
interest and brought us so many friends.

" Platinum Print" will express its opin-

ions regardless of all politics. It seeks the

establishment of a bond of understand-

ingand common feeling among its readers

and contributors. It will not be the em-

bodiment of arrogance ; but expressive

of the simplicity and truth that are attri-

butes of right conduct and frankness.

" Platinum Print " will not represent

volume for the satisfaction that comes

with accumulation. It craves the right to

live ; to be distinguished by the support

of the best Foreign and American artists

in photography: to have its messages and

advertisements beautifully presented;

and to be known merely as a refreshing

little note of aesthetic enjoyment.

The apparent aristocracy of its an-

nouncements, its inserts or its pages, is

not intended to imply that it is rich and

prosperous. It needs your co-operation if

you are in sympathy with our efforts,

if you are in search of an organ that will

be characteristic of pictorial work in

photography. No monetary recompense

encircles its publication, and its success

will therefore be applied to its readers in

contributing to their delight in its deco-

rative appearance.

" Platinum Print " appears again in

February.

Government by Process

The amateur who goes out into the

field or studio and selects his composi-

tions for the expression of his attitude,

who secures his results without recourse

to manipulations, does not make himself



amenable wholly to government by

chemical process.

On the contrary, he who conjures his

plate and paper, who disregards his art

of selection and arrangement on the

ground glass, who denies himself and

yourself the right of enjoying his prints

without being confronted by intrusive

manipulations, stamps himself a slave to

government by chemical process.

The verility of this practice, happily,

lies less in the power it exercises among

a few, than in its capacity for influencing

workers imbued with the spirit of pure

photography.

The Corrected Lens in Pictorial

Work
(Cmtinuid from page j)

corrected lens has done its work too, too

well. It has reproduced much more detail

than he everdreamed existed in the scene

he looked upon, and the image has the

sharpness of a microtome. But let him

make a print on paper, selecting the paper

as regards surface according to the effect

he desires to obtain in the finished print.

Let him modify the image in this first

printing to the extent of his ability,

shading here to hold back a delicate bit

of gradation, exposing there more fully

to emphasize a shadow, etc. Let him, by
copying, make an enlarged negative from

the print (a large secondhand camera

for this copy enlarging can be bought

cheaply and his anastigmatic lens can be

used on it) and develop the plate with

his finished picture in mind. From this

negative let him make a print on hand'

coated platinum paper, which gives him

a large range of surface to choose from,

or let him make his print in gum'platinum

with multiple coating if desired, and he

will find that his excess of detail and

sharpness will disappear.He will find that

the highlycorrected lens isnot necessarily

a handicap to the full expression of his

artistic feeling and will realize that it is

not the tool but the worker that counts.

"Personal expression" like murder,

will out.

How "Platinum Print" Angered

and Impressed

A. Romano (Philadelphia)

"I should indeed like to compliment

you on the well washed and general

Sunday clothes appearance, as it were, of

' Platinum Print,' the new comer in the

photographic paper world. There can be

no doubt that such a paper was wanting,

and I enclose two subscriptions and wish

you success."

Horace Hirschler (California)

"Your idea is just exactly what we
need and most desire.May you keep your

high ideals when you have grown, as you

can't help doing ifyou have them."

" Photo-Era "
: "The whole tone ofthe

brochure is clean, high-minded and pro-

gressive, and, although the edition is limi-

ted to a few hundred subscribers, the

work will undoubtedly increase its pres-

ent degree of patronage and popularity."

Elmer A. Noden (Mass.)

"Hats offto 'Platinum Print.' It cannot

be other than successful and furnishes

good cause for you to feel a bit proud."

( Continued en page /j)
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Two Dancers

Augustus Thibaudeau
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E xhibition of Foreign and American

Pictorial Photographs

Ehrich Galleries

707 Fifth Avenue, New York

The Ehrich Art Galleries, one of the most beau-

tifully appointed in New York and distinguished for

exhibitions of "old masters," will hold an exhibition

of Pictorial Photography from January 19th to Feb-

ruary 9th, I 9 1 4.

The gallery apportioned to this display possesses

an intimacy which adapts itself peculiarly to photo-

graphs. The exhibition will have the co-operation

of a very representative number of American artists,

including the younger and newer element, as well as

those from England, Scotland, France, Germany and

Austria.

Invitations to exhibit are now being sent out and

prints will be forwarded to Clarence H. White,

Teachers' College, Columbia University, New York.

The Stuyvesant High School

Exhibition

The recent exhibition of Pictorial Photography

at the Stuyvesant High School, New York, showed

the educational trend photography is taking in our

public schools and colleges. The work exhibited

represented the interesting efforts of Jas. Giridlian

who was not too much engrossed in other studies to

cultivate his artistic sense through an intelligent use

of the camera.

Pictorial Photography at the

Brooklyn Heights Seminary

At the Brooklyn Heights Seminary a reception was

held for a view of craftwork by pupils of the institu-

tion and of sculpture, oil paintings and photographs.

The canvasses were by Wm. Glackens, Charles

Bayley Cook, Henry Lee McFee etc., and Miss

Amy Whittemore exhibited twelve pictorial photo-

graphs all in the best manner ofthe noted photographic

artist.

The Harry D. Williar Exhibition

Mr. Wm. L. McLean, in criticising Mr. Williar's

work for the "Baltimore Star," on the occasion of

his recent exhibition at the rooms of the Baltimore

Camera Club, writes:

"It is the artistic intuition of the man behind the

lens that has worked the miracle from the first taking

of the picture through various stages of treatment to

the final one of making the print. In the figures,

the posing, the lighting, the instinctive securing of

expression, all combine to portray, with insistent

effectiveness, life and character. Many of these

portrait studies might well be advantageously conned

bv the portrait painter."

Photographs at the Woman's
University Club

An exhibition of photographs by Clarence H.
White was given at the Woman's University Club,

New York City, where Mr. White showed many
of his landscapes with figures.

Brooklyn Institute of Arts and

Sciences

With a season so youthful, the walls of the studio

have already been hung with the works of Karl Struss,

Members of the Department of Photography, C.

Yarnall Abbott, Mrs. Jeanne E. Bennett and S. H.
Lifshev. We should like to review these exhibitions

in the columns of " Platinum Print " were it not for

the demand for space the activities of other exhibitions

have made upon us in this number.

During the month of December there will be ex-

hibitions of the work of S. H. Lifshey, of Dwight

A. Davis and Dr. Arnold Genthe. On January

I 2th, Edward R. Dickson will show a series of

his "Designs in Nature" and illustrations of Stephen

Phillips' pastoral poem "Marpessa."
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The Porterfield Exhibition of

Carbon Prints

The Porterfield exhibition of carbon prints marks

the praiseworthy step of Mr. Spencer Kellogg, Jr.

,

in holding in his studio at Buffalo, a series of exhibi-

tions ofprominent workers. Mr. Porterfield' s exhibit

will be followed by that of Geo. H. Seelev and

Clarence H. White.

From the neatly printed announcement we quote:

"Mr. Porterfield is looking for artistic results and

combines, and composes or eliminates wherever he

thinks best. He simply asks that his efforts be judged

solely by the standards upon which other aesthetic

works are judged. To him it is immaterial whether

his works are defined as photographs or not. The
ultimate result has been thought out first and the

finished picture seen in the mind of the artist. The
lens and camera have simply been used to fasten

the impression upon the plate."

The Printing of "Platinum Print"

So that photographers may be reminded that the

art of printing is as demanding upon the space-feeling

as is composing a landscape or an arrangement, and

as we desire the continued distinction in printing that

"Platinum Print" now enjoys, our readers should

know that the large types were designed bv Frederick

W. Goudy, of whom Temple Scott writes in Charles

H. Barnard's Monograph:

"A revising of letter design is no easy matter.

Tradition has so hide bound the forms that letters are

to take that the man who attempts a real change

must attempt a veritable evolution. The fertility of

Mr. Goudy 's inventive genius as shown bv the variety

of his type designs, is really remarkable. To the

layman ignorant of the mysteries of type designing

and type founding, one kind of type is not very

different from another, and though he may be at

once aware of a type that pleases him he cannot

understand why it is that it does please. The man
with taste produces a new thing, an arresting and

refreshing piece of work, something that compels us

to look at it because we wish to enjoy looking at it.

That is what Mr. Goudy's work does for us, and

that is why it is destined to take rank with the work
of the master-printers of history."

In the Bartlett-Orr Press we encountered printers

possessing a fine feeling for decorating space, and

their interest in our efforts have contributed in great

measure to make " Platinum Print" singularly beau-

tiful. The smaller type is known as Caslon, and is

much identified with printing in America.

Pictorial Photography at

Atlanta, Ga.

Mrs. Maria Meisel is holding an exhibition of her
prints at Atlanta Ga., where it has been received

most kindly by the public, and generously praised by
the press of that citv.

How "Platinum Print" Angered
and Impressed

( Continued from page TO )

B. F. Langland (Wisconsin)

"Permit me to congratulate you on the fine

appearance of the first issue. I am much pleased

with it. There should be a field for a publication

of this kind and I hope you will meet with sufficient

financial encouragement to put the enterprise on a

going basis and to maintain the high ideals you
start with."

H. J. Dupree (N. Y.)

"I don't care a bit for your 'Platinum Print.'

Who ever saw such fog-ladened pictures ? It has

too much art and does not represent photography.

Why not give us pictures we have been used to and

I will subscribe ?
'

'

Arthur Hammond (Boston)

" I enclose $ 1 .00 as my subscription to 'Platinum

Print.' I thought your first issue was exceptionally

good and am looking forward to seeing the second.
'

'

H. L. Underhill (Brooklyn)

"I'm with you for one year. The dollar

enclosed."

Howard Heimerdinger (Ohio)

"Such a publication should be welcome among
those who try to do real things with the camera,

I wish you success in your venture."

Miss Margrethe Mather (California)

"'Platinum Print' sounds most interesting. En-

closed find thirty cents for two copies."

Subscribers desiring Karl Struss' "Columbia Uni-

versity: Night" may obtain same without printing,

suitably mounted and ready for framing at 25 cents

each.

Directing the attention of the advertiser to your

notice of his advertisement in "Platinum Print,"

would be a courtesy which we would appreciate.
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FIFTH SEASON
1910

tag*

1914

SEGUINLAND SCHOOL
' OF PHOTOGRAPHY <

CLARENCE H' WHITE
at Seguinland, Maine, July 6 to August 22. Students

will receive individual instruction in the use of the

Camera; in developing, printing, enlarging, copying
and mounting. Lectures on Art in Photography at

Teachers' College, Columbia University, and at the

Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences, October
to May.

Address inquiries to Clarence H. White
5 West 3 1st Street, New York





COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY: NIGHT

KARL STRUSS
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P & S Semi'Achromatic Lenses

SERIES I

The Original Soft Focus Lens, a

single lens ranging in price from

$15.00 to $50.00.

SERIES II

The most satisfactory Soft Focus

Doublet for hand cameras, F. 6.

SERIES III

The most successful Soft Focus

Doublet for portraiture, F. 4. 5.

Regarding our S. A. Lenses, Alvin Langdon Coburn says: "If I

were to be told that I must work for the remainder ofmy life with

but one lens, I would choose the original fifteen-inch objective

that Mr. Smith made for me so many years ago." Speaking of our

doublets, the first one of -which Mr. Coburn owns, he says :

"The
doublet is very much easier to get acquainted with. Used wide

open it gives a charming quality to large heads in portraiture, and

for distant landscapes it gives exquisite soft detail stopped to F. 1 1
."

For price-lists and literature, send to the manufacturers

PINKHAM & SMITH COMPANY
288-290 Boylston St. or 1 3 x

2 Bromfield St.

Boston, Massachusetts

or the following Trade Agents

Obrig Camera Co 147 Fulton Street, New York

C. G. Willoughby 814 Broadway, New York

Hirsch & Kaiser ... 218 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal.


